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 236     years     ago,     our     founding     fathers     decided     to     lead     a     free     country.     For     us,     the     people,     they 

 had     given     us     rights     and     freedoms.     For     the     government,     they     gave     them     laws     to     follow     in     order     to 

 lead.      They     had     gotten     away     from     a     monarchy     that     acted     as     a     dictatorship.     So     they     thought     that 

 they     would     make     a     country     that     would     give     people     a     right     to     freedom.     They     put     rules     in     place     for 

 all     to     follow.     They     said     that     even     as     our     leaders     they     wouldn’t     be     above     our     new     law.     They 

 created     a     country     with     equal     rights     for     future     generations     to     come. 

 I     think     that     ensuring     domestic     tranquility     is     one     of     the     most     important     parts     of     the     U.S 

 Preamble     because     it     means     that     the     government     has     to     ensure     peace     and     justice.     Why     I     think 

 this     important,     is     because     we,     unlike     some     countries,     have     a     government     who     has     our     back     in 

 the     justice     department.     They     promise     to     keep     justice     upheld     in     a     peaceful     way     no     matter     what. 

 They     try     to     keep     a     peaceful     environment,     which     some     countries     don’t     have     right     now.     I     think     the 

 other     most     important     promise     of     the     Preamble     is     the     promise     to     establish     justice.     This     promise 

 has     been     the     one     to     save     the     most     lives     and     made     this     one,     if     not     the     most,     important.     This 

 promise     states     that     no     matter     what     you     look     like     you     will     get     the     same     amount     of     justice     as     your 

 neighbor.      Everyone     has     the      same     rights     as     each     other     thus     giving     us     equality.     The     government 

 has     sworn     to     protect     these     rights     equally,     meaning     that     no     one     gets     favored,     and     there     is     justice 

 for     all     and     fairness     for     everyone 

 One     of     my     examples     of     ensuring     domestic     tranquility     is     a     courtroom.     Why     I     chose     this     is 

 because     this     part     of     the     government     has     to     try     to     ensure     peace     and     justice     on     both     sides. 

 Another     example     is     the     police     who     have     sworn     to     try     to     ensure     domestic     tranquility.     Why     I     chose 

 this     is     because     if     they     can’t     ensure     justice     and     peace     then     people     might     think     they     are     all     by 

 themselves,     possibly     throwing     us     into     chaos. 



 My     third     example     of     this     is     how     the     government     is     able     to     change     laws     to     fix     problems,     like     the 

 first     amendment     which     states     that     the     government     can’t     make     laws     that     ban     certain     religious 

 practices.     This     makes     it     so     they     can     change     rules     accordingly     fixing     a     problem     that     the     people 

 find     unfair     or     unjust.      There     are     many     ways     that     our     government     ensures     domestic     tranquility. 

 They     help     to     protect     our     rights     and     our     country,     with     the     people. 

 I     think     that     another     important     promise     of     the     Preamble     is     the     promise     to     establish     justice. 

 This     promise     states     that     you     don't     have     to     look     a     certain     way     to     get     certain     rights.      The 

 government     has     to     swear     to     protect     our     rights     as     they     take     office.     People     like     the     police 

 sometimes     give     their     lives     to     ensure     justice.     They     can     ensure     justice     by      assisting     at     accidents, 

 maintaining     public     order,     or     enforcing     law.      Another     example     of     this     is,     again     a     courtroom.     They 

 give     justice     on     both     sides     of     the     problem.     Fixing     the     problem     in     a     way     that     helps     the     people     on 

 each     side     of     the     problem     for     the     most     part     to     work     it     out.     Finally     my     last     example     is     our     rights. 

 We     have     the     same     rights     as     each     other,     no     one     gets     more,     and     no     one     gets     less.     Our     rights 

 could     be     our     best     example     of     equality.     There     are     many     ways     to     bring     justice     to     others,     or     others 

 bring     it     to     us.     Although     we     think     Karma     is     up     there     watching,     we     know     that     in     reality,     our     best 

 example     of     justice     is     equality. 

 Our     forefathers     thought     that     with     the     hope     of     a     new     world,     and     free     people     they     could     achieve 

 just     about     anything.     With     the     people     to     back     them     up,     they     were     able     to     achieve     great     feats.     As 

 our     county     grew     we     have     had     great     leaders,     mistakes,     and     sacrifices.     We     have     learned     from     our 

 mistakes,     and     instead     of     having     setbacks     we     had     opportunities.     We’ve     taken     our     chances     and 

 opportunities,     (good     and     bad)     and     know     there     is     more     to     come. 


